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legislator who appeared in answer to this call. He in-
duced a large number of people by his eloquence and
enthusiasm to devote themselves to philanthropy. He
opened their eyes to the suffering and horrors of which
the world was full, and pointed out to them a noble and
satisfying occupation for their energies and a path to the
truest glory in the enterprise of alleviating this misery.
There is no doubt that a philanthropic movement such
as is here supposed was possible and would have been
highly beneficial in the first century. As five centuries
before, a ferment in the Greek mind, arising out of a
general advance in civilization and the influence of several
remarkable men, led to the appearance in the world of an
entirely new character which has never since disappeared
—the sophist or philosopher, so it was natural enough that
in the first century of the Christian era philanthropists
should be heard of for the first time, and that they should
take their rise out of a moral ferment excited by a great
preacher. A sect of philanthropists might have spread
everywhere, and gradually influenced rulers, and by this
means manners might have been considerably softened.
The Christians were no doubt such a sect, but were they
merely this ? Suppose the philanthropical scheme to be
far more successful than it was likely to be, suppose it to
succeed perfectly in producing physical comfort every-
where, and banishing from human life all forms of pain
and suffering, such a result would certainly not have
been satisfactory to Christ. He described in one of his
parables a man such as philanthropy might produce if it
were perfectly successful, a man enjoying every physical
comfort and determining to give himself up to enjoyment,
but he describes him rather with horror than with satis-

